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1. Introduction 
A few months ago I posted the paper described and linked below: 

Verification of Geologic Greenhouse Gas Sequestration: Many types of negative 
(greenhouse gas) emissions technology and greenhouse gas reduction use carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) a.k.a. carbon capture and sequestration, which begs the 
question how effective is sequestration? The paper linked below examines current 
techniques for greenhouse gas geologic sequestration, and requirements and 
techniques for verifying the effectiveness of this process. 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/cp/verification-geologic-greenhouse-gas-sequestration  

Whereas the above paper deals seriously with the above-described methods behind the 
projects, it really doesn’t describe other processes (like site selection), the business 
justification for CCS or any actual projects. I’ve collected enough information for a paper 
describing these additional elements, and thus this post. 

2. California’s CCS Programs 
As I frequently do, I’m using my home state as a starting point for experience in 
greenhouse gas reduction. There are basically two market-based programs for using 
CCS and potentially obtaining financial benefits for doing this.1  

 The Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS): is designed to decrease the carbon 
intensity of California's transportation fuel pool and provide an increasing range 
of low-carbon and renewable alternatives, which reduces petroleum dependency 
and achieves air quality benefits. 

 Cap-and-Trade regulations: Under Cap-and-Trade, CO2 suppliers (the capture 
facilities) could reduce their compliance obligation through the use of CCS. 
These facilities would capture CO2 (that would otherwise be released to the 
atmosphere as part of their allowance budget) and geologically sequester this. 
For more information on California’s Cap and Trade system, go through the link 
below, section 3.1.2 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/path-net-zero-%E2%80%93-part-2-rev-b  

The LCFS is designed to encourage the production of low-carbon fuels, and therefore 
reduce GHG emissions and decrease petroleum dependence in the transportation 
sector. The LCFS standards are expressed in terms of the "carbon intensity" (CI) of 
gasoline fuel, diesel fuel other fuels and their respective substitutes (typically bio-fuels). 
The program is based on the principle that each fuel has "life cycle" greenhouse gas 
emissions. This life cycle assessment examines the GHG emissions associated with the 
production, transportation, and use of a given fuel. Using CCS to reduce the amount of 
GHG emitted during the lifecycle of a transportation fuel reduces the CI of that fuel. 

                                                 
1 Air Resources Board’s Carbon Capture and Sequestration Program: 2016 Progress and Future Plans, 

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/documents/ccs_summary_paper_april_2017.pdf  

https://www.energycentral.com/c/cp/verification-geologic-greenhouse-gas-sequestration
https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/path-net-zero-%E2%80%93-part-2-rev-b
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/documents/ccs_summary_paper_april_2017.pdf
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The life cycle assessment includes direct emissions associated with producing, 
transporting and using the fuels, as well as significant indirect effects on GHG 
emissions, such as changes in land use for some biofuels. The carbon intensity scores 
assessed for each fuel are compared to a declining CI benchmark for each year. Low 
carbon fuels below the benchmark generate credits, while fuels above the CI benchmark 
generate deficits. Credits and deficits are denominated in metric tons of GHG emissions. 
Providers of transportation fuels must demonstrate that the mix of fuels they supply for 
use in California meets the LCFS carbon intensity standards, or benchmarks, for each 
annual compliance period. A deficit generator meets its compliance obligation by 
ensuring that the amount of credits it earns or otherwise acquires from another party is 
equal to, or greater than, the deficits it has incurred. 

ARB’s LCFS carbon intensity data dashboard can be seen through the link below: 

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/fuels/lcfs/dashboard/dashboard.htm  

There are three ways to generate credits in the LCFS: fuel pathways, projects, and 
capacity based crediting. 

Under fuel pathway‐based crediting, all transportation fuels need a carbon intensity (CI) 
score to participate in the LCFS, and the fuel type dictates which process is used to 
determine that CI. Providers of low carbon fuels used in California transportation 
generate credits by obtaining a certified CI and reporting transaction quantities on a 
quarterly basis. Credits are calculated relative to the annual CI benchmark and will 
undergo verification post credit generation. 

Under project‐based crediting, projects include actions to reduce GHG emissions in the 
petroleum supply chain, and also CCS using Direct Air Capture. Crediting for projects is 
based on life cycle emission reductions, and credits are issued after the reported 
reductions are verified. 

Finally, the 2018 amendments added a new crediting mechanism to the LCFS which is 
designed to support the deployment of zero emission vehicle infrastructure. Crediting for 
ZEV infrastructure is based on the capacity of the hydrogen station or EV fast charging 
site minus the actual fuel dispensed. 

3. Site Selection 
The text below is from reference 1 above with some edits by me. 

On September 26, 2016, California Air Resources Board (ARB) hosted a CCS site 
selection technical discussion to seek input on the site selection process and criteria that 
are important to ensure permanent and safe CO2 sequestration. Four presentations were 
given. The list below describes of the organizations of presenters, the topic and a link to 
each presentation. Note that the first and fourth presentations each describe a project. 

 Shell Oil, site selection during the Quest project: 

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/shell_presentation_9-26-
16.pdf?_ga=2.105239235.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149  

 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, important site selection traits: 

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/lbnl_presentation_9-26-
16.pdf?_ga=2.11964788.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149  

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/fuels/lcfs/dashboard/dashboard.htm
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/shell_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.105239235.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/shell_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.105239235.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/lbnl_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.11964788.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/lbnl_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.11964788.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
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 University of North Dakota Energy and Environmental Research Center, site 
selection criteria and factors: 

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/univ_of_nd_eerc_presentation_9-26-
16.pdf?_ga=2.7338610.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149  

 Electric Power Research Institute, site selection during the Citronelle project: 

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/epri_presentation_9-26-
16.pdf?_ga=2.79101268.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149  

Key comments: 

• Careful selection of a good quality site is essential to CCS projects as it is difficult 
to engineer a way out of a bad site. 

• Site selection requires an iterative process for data and risk evaluation. 

• Every site has its unique characteristics, and may make prescriptive regulatory 
elements difficult to implement. 

• As with any project, risks cannot be entirely eliminated in CCS projects; an 
ALARP approach (getting risks to As Low as Reasonably Possible) is essential. 

• Key elements to consider during site selection include, but are not limited to, 
presence of other wells, presence and type of containment, injectivity, site 
capacity, potential transport costs, and anticipated monitoring requirements. 

• In project areas where induced seismicity may be a concern, brine extraction 
may become an essential part of projects to ensure safe and permanent storage 
of CO2 by reducing pressure build-up in the reservoir. In cases where brine 
extraction may become important, salinity of the brine and how the brine is 
disposed of will be key site selection factors. 

• A single thick cap rock may be difficult to find in California; therefore, it may be 
better to allow storage complexes that contain many different thinner seals. 

• A specific depth requirement for CO2 storage in a supercritical state may be 
inappropriate. The 800 meter depth quoted in many papers is based on 
assumptions that do not apply in all cases. A requirement that CO2 will remain 
supercritical based on pressure and temperature measurements may be more 
appropriate than a specific depth threshold. 

• It may be useful to give preference to reservoirs with a dissipation interval above 
and/or below the reservoir. A dissipation interval is another reservoir with 
appropriate hydrologic characteristics such that if CO2 begins to travel through a 
leak pathway toward the interval, the interval will allow pressure bleed-off and 
provide an additional storage catch for CO2. 

• Characteristics of a reliable model will include: 1) the effect of the physical 
boundaries of a reservoir; 2) anticipated plume extent, pressure front extent, and 
area of review (AOR) boundaries; and 3) incorporation of seismic concerns. 
Static models may be fine for initial site selection and other early phases of a 
project, but dynamic models are necessary as a project evolves. 

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/univ_of_nd_eerc_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.7338610.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/univ_of_nd_eerc_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.7338610.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/epri_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.79101268.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccs/meetings/epri_presentation_9-26-16.pdf?_ga=2.79101268.139491631.1584387004-763181202.1527270149
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4. Additional CCS Projects 
The following are the largest CCS Projects in North America. All of these projects use 
the CO2 for enhanced oil recovery (EOR), which seems to be the application that places 
the greatest value on CO2 (at least did at the time the projects described below were 
constructed). EOR is described in more detail in “Verification of Geologic Greenhouse 
Gas Sequestration” which is linked in the Introduction above. 

Note that most of these descriptions come from multiple sources, but the site referenced 
at the end of this paragraph was a starting-point for all of the projects below.2 

4.1. Century Plant 
Owned by Occidental Petroleum, the Century fertilizer plant in West Texas, US, is the 
world’s single biggest CCS plant. 

Sandridge Energy and Occidental Petroleum entered an agreement to build and operate 
the Century CCS facility in 2008. Built with an investment of approximately $1.1 Billion, 
the plant captures CO2 from a Koch Nitrogen Enid Fertilizer plant. The CO2 is used for 
Occidental’s enhanced oil recovery projects in the Permian Basin. The plant uses natural 
gas to produce nitrogen fertilizer. 

Located in Pecos County, the CO2 capturing plant began operations in November 2010 
through the commissioning of its first train, which has a design capacity of 5 million 
tonnes (metric tons) per annum (Mtpa) of CO2 capture. The second train was 
commissioned in late-2012 to add a further capacity of 3.4 Mtpa of CO2. 

The CO2 captured by the facility is delivered to an industrial hub located in Denver City 
through a 160km pipeline. 

4.2. Shute Creek Gas Processing Plant 
Owned by ExxonMobil, the Shute Creek gas processing plant is located in Wyoming. 
The CCS facility, built near LaBarge, Lincoln County, captures approximately 365 million 
cubic feet per day (Mcfd) of CO2. 

The CO2 captured through a pre-combustion method by the Shute Creek gas processing 
plant is used in enhanced oil recovery operations at a number of oil fields in Wyoming. 
The Exxon, Anadarko, and ChevronTexaco pipelines are used for transporting the CO2 
from the Shute Creek CCS facility. Hydrogen sulfide is also captured and injected along 
with the CO2 via the same process. 

The source of CO2 that the plant captures is the natural gas streams produced from the 
LaBarge gas field and other fields in Wyoming. The CO2 and hydrogen sulfide is 
separated from other components at the LaBarge processing plant. 

In 2010, ExxonMobil completed an $86m (£68.72m) expansion at the Shute Creek gas 
processing plant to equip the facility with the Controlled Freeze Zone (CFZ) capture 
technology it developed. 

                                                 
2 NS Energy, “What are the top carbon capture and storage projects around the world?”, July 19, 2019, 

https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/features/top-carbon-capture-storage-projects/  

https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/features/top-carbon-capture-storage-projects/
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CFZ involves a single-step cryogenic separation process that freezes out and then melts 
the CO2 and removes hydrogen sulfide, methane, and other components found in sour 
gas resources. 

The Shute Creek plant sequesters 7Mtpa of CO2. 

4.3. Great Plains Synfuels Plant 
The Great Plains Synfuels Plant, which is owned and operated by Dakota Gasification, 
was built near Beulah, North Dakota, with an investment of $2.1 Billion. The facility 
captures and compresses up to three million tonnes of CO2 a year. 

The CO2 captured by the facility is a byproduct from a coal gasification process that 
produces natural gas from coal. 

The Great Plains Synfuels Plant began production in 1984 and it was in 2000 that 
carbon sequestration was started from the facility. 

The CO2 captured through the pre-combustion method by the Great Plains Synfuels 
Plant has been transported through a 330km-long pipeline to the Weyburn and the 
Midale oilfields since 2000 for enhanced oil recovery operations, as part of the Weyburn-
Midale Carbon Dioxide Project. 

4.4. Petra Nova Carbon Capture 
WA Parish carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) project, also known as the Petra 
Nova Carbon Capture Project, is located in in Thompsons, Fort Bend County, 
approximately 60km south-west of Houston, Texas. 

Commissioned in 2017, the project is designed to capture roughly 90% of the CO2 from 
a 240MW slipstream of flue gas from the Petra Nova power station’s existing 610MW 
coal-fired unit eight, and extract approximately 1.6 million tonnes of CO2 a year. 

The extracted CO2 is used for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) at the West Ranch Oil Field 
located on the Gulf Coast of Texas. The process involves injection of captured CO2 into 
mature reservoirs at the field to release more oil, making the most of the existing oil field, 
while extending its operational life. 

The Petra Nova Carbon Capture project is owned and operated by Petra Nova CCS, a 
joint venture between Petra Nova and JX Nippon Oil & Gas Exploration (EOR). Petro 
Nova is a subsidiary of NRG Energy, while JX Nippon Oil & Gas Exploration is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of JX Nippon. 

Built at an estimated cost of $1 Billion, the project received $190 million in funding from 
the U.S. Department of Energy as well as project management support from the U.S. 
Department’s National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL). 


